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ABSTRACT 
Strip Culture: 
Emergent Identities in the Suburban Landscape 
by 
Quyen To Ma 
The history of the ethnic enclave as urban phenomena exhibits innovative use 
of existing space and infrastructure. Adaptability becomes second nature for survival. 
In the suburban neighborhood of Alief, a large ethnic population has rendered the 
neighborhood into a fascinating and dynamic international microcosm. 
Coined the new Chinatown, this multi-cultural neighborhood is a dynamic 
place, as one moves through the urban scape they are confronted with street signs in 
Chinese, Middle Eastern Cafes, Spanish Newspapers, and Buddhist Temples. 
Signs and graphics label, however they insufficiently capture the energy of the 
community, and instead create caricature negating the uniqueness and dynamism of 
the neighborhood. Culture here, is a layered experience of the senses. 
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The ethnic enclave is an important product of our mobile culture and 
society, this pattern is an international one, but nowhere is this phenomena more 
prevalent than in the United States. Most cities in the United States reflect the vi-
sion of the Founding Fathers, an amalgamation of the world in clusters and con-
centrations. Different races, ethnicities, and cultures moving, mixing, and always 
changing. At times in seemingly random places these spectacular populations 
grow. Attracted to job opportunities with the advantages of surrounding oneself 
with families that share in certain core values, these pockets grow to full fledged, 
self-sustaining, and colorful communities. The U.S. city is a vision come true. 
There is a conflict however, that plagues these neighborhoods. The con-
flict of the ethnic enclave is that while it provides a safe haven it can also be a 
vehicle for isolation. It is within this tension that this thesis proposal takes place. 
At the opposite end of the spectrum is the belief that the ethnic enclave 
aids in the preservation of a cultural identity. The neighborhood and its residents 
play a big part in helping to retain the character and history that is present in 
such areas. 
It is easy to understand why one may see voluntary segregation as form 
of preservation, but simultaneously view any form of segregation as a social, 
political, and economic method of control with negative effects on the residents 
and city. 
The ethnic enclave in the United States is not exclusive to any one particu-
lar race however, Chinese and other Asian immigrants have consistently carved 
their identities into existing city fabrics. Sometimes these neighborhoods or 
collection of businesses occur out of need, other times such as in the case of San 
Francisco, the neighbor hood was a result of legislative acts which prohibited 
Chinese from owning property with the exception of several blocks. Inevitably 
this area became Chinatown. 
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San Francisco, New York City, and other large metropolitan Chinatowns 
are examples of a type of segregation. Chinatown is unique, not only do smells, 
sounds, and sights vary, but the visual difference between signage in Chinese 
versus English is so vast that it often intrigues as much as it isolates. As people 
browse through the shops or sit in restaurants, they enjoy the novelty but suspect 
that the workers are talking about them as they chatter behind cash registers. 
Vkiwywss :C«w®dla% ^ f ts is^w 
Threshold (threshold) noun 
1: gate door 
2: the place or point of entering or beginning-.outset 
3: the point at which a physiological or psychological effect begins to 
be produced 
4: a level, point, or value above which something is true or will take place and 
below which it is not or will not 
Houston provides this thesis and its inhabitants with a unique breeding 
ground and situation. Often described as a sprawling city of roadways connect-
ing one distant point to another, the city can be very unconnected when it comes 
to its people. A suburban town to its core, Houston's ethnic population, often 
times characterized by lower income households are dependant on businesses 
and services that are close in proximity to their residences. 
The city has a history of segregation, the Ward system originated from 
lines drawn as a political/voting designations and were structured soon after the 
city was founded in 1837. Even though the demise of the ward system was quick 
lasting approximately 60 years, the identities created as a result of still remain 
today. The population of the Wards remains majority minority. 
These neighborhoods are tied to the people that occupy them, for exam-
ple the Second Ward is known as El Segundo Barrio and the Third Ward's current 
population is 90% Black. African-American and Hispanic-American minorities 
were not the only group to make significant contributions on the urban scape. 
Today's concept of diversity in Houston and other large metropolitan areas en-
compasses of a multitude of ethnicities and is not about divisions of Black, White, 
and Hispanic alone. 
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Downtown Chinatowj^ Jdouston; Texas 
These groups of 'others' have grown in number and are carving out pock-
ets of commercial and residential zones. The first Chinese came to Houston dur-
ing World War II, making the population of Chinese grow to 240. New immigrant 
populations fostered new needs, and creating an identity in Downtown was their 
first step. The first Chinese that called Houston home bought land and opened 
businesses in Downtown. 
Suburban Chinatown: Bellaire Blvd. 
As the Asian population grew in the late70's and early 80's, many found 
themselves starting off in housing projects and low-income neighborhoods within 
downtown. As is fitting with large metropolitan areas such as San Francisco and 
New York City this original Chinatown of Houston provided a new beginning and 
stood as a symbolic gateway to success. 
It was during this time as well that a large Vietnamese population began 
to filter into the city. This migration brought with it a larger need and greater op-
portunities to fulfill those needs. Simultaneously the sprawl of Houston inspired 
a movement outwards of this ethnic population. 
The map above illustrates these neighborhoods. Fulfilling needs, seeking 
success, and looking to carve out a distinct identity combined with an untapped 
resource in low land prices found in an area known as Alief in the Southwest por-
tion of Houston, the Houston Asian population staked their territory. 
Integral to identity and success is the ability for one to own private prop-
erty, wether it is a home or a business, the entrepreneurial spirit within the Asian 
community is strong. 
All these factors combined to effectively and nearly permanently move the 
typical downtown Chinatown to its atypical suburban offspring. This neighbor-
hood is defined by a major commercial road, Bellaire Boulevard. This is where 
the road has lead, to a stretch of road 4 miles long lined completely in one-story 
strip centers. 
Intersection (in-ter-sec-tion) noun 
1: a place or area where two or more things (as streets) intersect 
2a: the set of elements common to two or more sets; especially: the set of points 
common to two geometric configurations 
2b: the operation of finding the intersection of two or more sets 
The Intersection Model defined by these characteristics: 
1- Immigrant population embedded outside of the city center 
2-Boundaries are implied through signage 
3- Circulation through the neighborhood is with a car or public transportation. 
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Examples: 
Monterrey Park, CA and 
Houston, TX 
vs. 
ill 
fc3E2 
diagrammatic map of 
both model types 
The Threshold Model traditional Chinatown defined by these characteristics: 
1- Immigrant population embedded into an existing urban fabric. 
2- A threshold is introduced to announce and/or celebrate this segregation. 
3- Travel in this neighborhood is typically on foot. 
Examples: 
New York City, NY 
San Francisco, CA 
Chicago, IL 
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